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Deep Tech is coming
as a 4th wave of innovation

(1900s)
1st wave of innovation:
First and second industrial
revolutions
(Haber-Bosch, Bessemer…)

(50s-80s)
2nd wave of innovation:
Corporate labs and states

Innovation focus:
Hardware & Industrial goods
Key driver:
Companies & states research
and investments

(80s-2020)
3rd wave of innovation:
External innovation
Innovation focus:
IT & Biotech
Key driver:
Startup & VCs as additional
research & investment
powers

Now
4th wave of innovation:
Deep Tech
Innovation focus:
All products & industries
Key driver:
New approach to research &
interconnection of all
stakeholders

Successful Deep Tech ventures have 4 main attributes
They develop physical products
rather than focusing only on
software

They are at the center of a
deeply interconnected
ecosystem
rather than trying to emerge &
scale solely through VC & PE

83%
Ventures building a physical
product rather than software
only

They solve large
fundamental issues
rather than optimization &
incremental innovation

96%

1500
1500
Universities,
research labs
involved in DT

# Deep Tech grants
from governments in
2018

They play at the
convergence of technologies
rather than relying on one
exponential technology
(Moore's law)

97%
% of Deep Tech ventures
contributing to at least one
Sustain. Dev. Goal

% of ventures using
at least 2 tech.

66%

% of ventures using >1
advanced tech.

The design-led Deep Tech approach widens the option space
Today’s limited option
space of solutions

Source : BCG and Hello Tomorrow analysis
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The design-led Deep Tech approach widens the option space
Today’s limited option
space of solutions
1

Source : BCG and Hello Tomorrow analysis

Vector
Problem orientation
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The design-led Deep Tech approach widens the option space
Broadened option space
enabled by the convergences of
approaches and of technologies

Today’s limited option
space of solutions
1

Vector
Problem orientation

2 Driving Forces

Convergence of
approaches

Advanced science

Engineering

Design

Matter & energy

Convergence of
technologies
Computation
& Cognition

Senses & motion

Source : BCG and Hello Tomorrow analysis
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The Design-Build-Test-Learn cycle collapses the time
Broadened option space
enabled by the convergences of
approaches and of technologies

Today’s limited option
space of solutions
1

Vector
Problem orientation

2 Driving Forces

Breakthrough solution
Convergence of
approaches

Advanced science

Engineering

Design

3

Engine
Accelerated Design-Build-TestLearn cycle

Matter & energy
Design

Convergence of
technologies
Computation
& Cognition

Build
Senses & motion

Learn

Source : BCG and Hello Tomorrow analysis

Test
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Nature Co-design plays at the convergence of technologies and follows a
unique design-led approach

It adopts the Deep Tech
approach with an accelerated
Design-Build-Test-Learn cycle

Source: BCG and Hello Tomorrow analysis

It draws on organic and
inorganic matter at the atomic
level to create new solutions

It leverages nature's design
principles and manufacturing
capabilities

It provides transformational
business opportunity with
significant sustainability
potential
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Nature Co-Design combines
deep techs to shift from
exploitative…
Since the past industrial revolutions, we have been
brute forcing nature and exploiting its resources.

Extracting, refining, cracking crude oil to
create elementary molecules for plastic
production
Breeding cattle then being processed in
butcheries

…to generative, bringing
nature in industrial processes
We can now leverage micro-organisms and materials to be
a manufacturing and engineering platform

Elementary molecules for
polymerisation
Cell-grown meat

Bioproduced silk
Breeding silks worms to then clean, dry,
and weave their cocoon into silk fabric

Source: BCG and Hello Tomorrow analysis
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Nature co-design has the
potential to impact ~40%1
of global GDP - equivalent
to a value of +$30 trillion
On top of which the WEF projects $10 trillion
incremental (i.e. nature positive vs. business
as usual) annual business opportunity by
2030, by moving to a nature-positive economy

1. Assuming that all non-service sectors are subject to the impact of nature co-design
Source: World Bank, OECD, 2019; WEF, The Future of Nature and Business, July 2020
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Nature co-design expands the option space, shifting values
pools and enabling the creation of new value

Nature co-design’s
impact on value
chains will happen
along four
intertwined
dimensions

Nature co-design requires a rethink from value chain to
value net as we move from extracting raw materials to
feedstock, changing the production equation—for example,
waste becoming a resource for another process

Nature co-design will redefine economics and the need to
address the right processes/products with the right approach—
for example, high-end innovation versus accelerating the
experience curve

Nature co-design will increase the importance of scientific
knowledge and imagination to harness possible product and
engineering advantages and imagine new possibilities,
especially in sectors with little R&D
Source: BCG and Hello Tomorrow analysis
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Case study: Disrupting the collagen industry with new option spaces
through Nature co-design
FROM BRUTE FORCE

Collagen market in 2019

$4B
920t

Collagen in the market
of porcine origin

SOURCING

Animal skin & bones

Micro organisms

MANUFACTURING

Chemical extraction

Fermentation

OUTPUT

Collagen of animal origin

Any molecular
composition of collagen

OPTION SPACE

How can I process the
collagen extracted to
make it fit the required
application?

I can produce any collagen
I want, what properties am I
looking for?

70%
Demand for collagen in 20191

Source: Grand View Research; Geltor; BCG and Hello Tomorrow Analysis

TO PRECISION

e.g., How do I avoid
transmission of animal
diseases from collagen
implants?

e.g., Why not synthesize
collagen identical to
human collagen for
cosmetic applications?

Nature co-design implies a radical shift in the economics

Bigger is not better

Organisms as Capex

The scaling up challenge

Expanding the option space implies the creation of a
multitude of new solutions, thus reducing the need for
scale and increasing the need for flexibility

Organisms take on the role that used to be of
“traditional” capex, while the importance of feedstock
and material costs, opex, increases

Properties at DNA/atomic level are nontrivial and
difficult to scale. Considering end scale from the start
and scaling down from there to design becomes critical

Design to cost matters

Precision fermentation
is showing the way

Experience curve and
the right value strategy

The evolution of the cost of precision fermentation
shows the importance of understanding the economics
and provides a glimpse into possible future
developments

The velocity with which the cumulative capacity is built
can significantly reduce costs. The choice of the right
value strategy becomes crucial in leveraging the
experience curve

Needing to scale from top-down (end scale) instead of
from bottom-up leads to design-to-cost being
intrinsically embedded in the economics

Source: BCG and Hello Tomorrow analysis
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Precision fermentation enables the programming of microorganisms
to produce complex molecules impacting a wide range of industries
Log ($/kg protein)
1.E+12

The evolution of the
cost of precision
fermentation shows
the order in which
industries can be
disrupted

Disrupting
medicine

1.E+08

Disrupting
cosmetics

1.E+04

Disrupting
materials
Disrupting
food

1980

1990

Source: RethinkX; BCG Analysis

2000

2010

2020

2030
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Successful deep tech ventures experience
4 moments of truth
Frame the Paradigm

Forge the Theory

Take the first step

Change reality

Copernicus Moment

Newton Moment

Armstrong Moment

Asimov Moment

Could reality be different?

Is there a way to make
it possible?

Can we build it
today?

What does it take to become
the new normal?

What if we could guide human
body cells to produce particular
proteins on their own to defend
themselves?

mRNA (genetic sequence
molecule) could be used to
reprogram cells' protein
production

mRNA is used to cut the
discovery time of the Covid
vaccine candidate in three
months

Moderna contributes to
sufficiently decrease vaccine
development cost & time to
unlock cost-effective cures for
rare diseases

Source: BCG and Hello Tomorrow analysis
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Deep Tech requires a full ecosystem, aligned
incentives and multiple currencies to exchange
Technology integration,
industrial & commercial
capabilities

Corporations

IP, talent

Universities
and research
centers

Agility & speed to
quickly find new
product/market fit

Investing in basic research,
setting the right fiscal &
legal env. to foster
innovation

Cash, business guidance,
network
Source: BCG and Hello Tomorrow analysis

Users

Real-time feedback during
the development cycle

Deep Tech
ventures

Incubators &
strategic
thinkers

Governments

Investors

Local & international
connections, mentoring,
facilities

Deep tech requires an ecosystem approach: Example Fashion Industry
Fashion Industry

6 barriers to innovation at scale
INCENTIVES

Disruption
BRANDS

DEEP TECH

Misaligned Incentives between
brands having the most pressure and
incentives, and manufacturers
accounting for the costs and risks

Brands will win through
Stronger Advocacy and
Hands-On Support

Deep Tech ventures need
to ensure Focused Use
Cases and Practical
Implementation Plans

AWARENESS

20%
1.2

% of global freshwater
pollution caused by the
dyeing process of textile

Billion tons of CO2 released
by fast fashion industry in the
atmosphere per year

STRUCTURE
Absence of a Structured
Innovation Process and
Orchestration in the fashion industry
compared to other tech-driven
industries, causing uncertainty
and misjudgment of risk

Limited Awareness of the
Opportunity as the demand for
innovation has accelerated only
recently and industry players have
had limited exposure to its
size and scale

FACILITATORS

PERCEPTIONS

20-30

Billion $ per year
through 2020-2030
of investment gap to
finance a step change
in sustainability

Waste which could be
avoided at knitting or
weaving stage

80%

SUPPLY CHAIN
Supply Chain Partners
benefit from Increased
Engagement and Ownership
in strategic partnerships
with innovators

Facilitators must nurture
the ecosystem through
Targeted Consortiums and a
Structured Innovation
Process

Incorrect Perceptions Regarding
Pricing and Externalities, failing
to account for rising prices and
externalities such as emissions
when assessing business case

EXPERIENCE
Lack of Experience and
Technical Expertise on the science or
manufacturing techniques that
underlie innovations

PUBLIC
INADEQUATE
Inadequately Structured
Exclusivity, locking in innovations
in exclusive contracts and blocking
innovators from broader scaling
and rapid commercialization

Source: Financing the Transformation in Fashion -Unlocking Investment to Scale Innovation, January 2020 BCG / Fashion for Good report

INVESTORS
Investors and Funders must
advance their industry
expertise and join forces with
other players, Mobilizing
More Investment and new
types of capital

Public Sector
will drive systemic
change by Strengthening
Policy Framework and
Mechanisms to Catalyze
Private Investment
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Blockers currently prevent most participants in the
ecosystem “nurturing” it
Government
&
Institutions

Deep tech
ventures

There are inefficiencies
to convert deep tech
ventures from grant
funding to VC

Corporates

Source: BCG and Hello Tomorrow analysis

PE & VC
funds

Limited
Partners

The current models are
not fit for purpose
(incentives, size,
mindset, skills…)

LPs are still reluctant
to invest in deep tech
funds

Most corporates are not
equipped to identify and
collaborate with deep tech
ventures
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Four paradoxes to be resolved
Mindset
paradox

Deep tech ideally matches the origins of VC
mindset focusing on science and breakthrough
problems with long-term vision (risk
mitigation mindset)

VCs have progressively shifted away from
their roots, mainly relying on the power of
distributed returns and ICT/ biotech models
(risk minimization approach)

Risk
paradox

Investors categorize deep tech as risky with
both technology and market risks colliding
with long-term and high investments

It is riskier not to be exposed to deep tech
investment, incumbents and PE portfolios
are at risk of deep tech disruption

Barrier
paradox

Barriers to raising deep tech funds are
increasing, as larger traditional funds attract
most of LP capital raise

Barriers to innovation are lowering,
facilitating deep tech venture building

Funding
paradox

Dry powder has never been so high ($1.9T)
but returns of bonds and safe investments
expected to be depressed, pushing investors
towards higher risk-adjusted investments

Deep tech ventures lack funding and could
offer higher value and returns opportunities

Source: BCG and Hello Tomorrow analysis
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For more on deep tech and nature co-design

DOWNLOAD Nature Co-Design report
DOWNLOAD The Great Wave report

